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NEXT MEETING:

Seattle Chapter -

MEETING PLACE:

Walker-.Ames Room1 Jrd Floor Parrington Hall
university of Washington Campus

SPEAKER:

MARY AIKMAN, exchange teacher from New Zealand, will be
goo st speaker at the M~ meeting. Miss Ailonan will talk on
the Maoris of New Zealand and show a very interesting film •
This will be our first program about New ZeEl].and and provides
an unusual opportunity to members.

Wednesday, May 131 1959

8:00 P.M.

Members in attendance at the March 30th meeting of the Seattle Chapter were
enlightened by Dr. Charles Borden from the University of British Columbia,
who presented an interesting talk covering his work on the Fraser River Delta,
which was begun in 1946 and is continuing at present.
He discussed in detail tm various sites which have been excavated, accompanying his .lecture with 35 mm. slides.
The artifacts found date over a 3000-year period. Recently an early man site
with a carbon ; dating of 8150 B.c. has been discovered in too Fraser canyon.
Finding this site has presented a problem in that it leaves a gap in archaeological chronology of several thousand years.

•

All the sites excavated under Dr. BordenJs direction were located on salt
water. The first one discussed was a village site.located on the MU.squeam
Indian Reserve which was discovered by Simon Fraser. This village was still
standing during World War I and had been in existence since about 1297 A.D.
During this period tre culture remained relatively stable. Many artifacts were
recovered from this site though it yielded little in the line of ornaments or
decorated material •
At the V'1halen farm site,, in the upper level which dated about 400 A.D.,
numerous adz, mauls, and well made harpoons were found but no ground slate
implements. In the lower level dating about 500 B.C. many grolllld slate blades
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were recovered. The Ma.rpole site proved to be one -1' the most pr:oductive with
many ground slate artif'acts dated back to about 1000 B.c.. Fancy ·hand mauls,
beads, ornaments, awls, needles, barbed harpoons, labrets in unusual forms and
beautiful carvings were found. Some thirty burials were uncovered here.

•

several other sites were mentioned by Dr. Bar den and in conclusion he made ·a
few remarks concerning the diffusion of culture. He said that the finding of
the ground slate artifacts which have such early datings points to the fact
that culture may have diffused northward to the Eskimo in the .Aleutians
rather than the other way around. No ground slate has been found which dates
earlier than 1000 A.D. or any hand mauls except in the latest horizon of
Eskimo culture.

(Edi.torts Note: The feature article in this issue of the .ArolJaeologiat
describes in detail Site 45GR94. At the twenty-fourth annual meeting of the
Society for .JUnerican Archaeology, Dr. Douglas Osborne presented a paper dealing with the full summer•s work. Following is an abstract of the paper vhich
he presented to the conference.)
·
EXCAVATIONS

,!! GRAND COUIEE, VVASHIMGTON

In 19.56, representations were made to the legislators of the state of
Washington ooncernillg too need for archa.eologicaJ. work, particularly salvage,
within the state. .An appropriation ~s made, and arrangements were later·
made, for the state College of Washington to do the wo·rk. Part of the funds·
Vfere to be used in an examination of an area that would yield not only
scientific information, but would al.so contain sites ot interpretive value.

Two months vrere spent, with a crew of 12, in· the southern Grand Coulee in the
summer of 1958. During this period 11 sites; four open and seven rock shelters,
were excavated. The deposits at these sites, especially at the open ones,
yielded a sequence of stone artifacts, primarily p~ojectile points, which may
be worked into a tentative chronological column.
Two of the open sites, both near springs, had excellent developments of A-B-C
soil profiles with cultural material in both of the A and B layers. or ·
unusuaJ. interest was the occurrence of micro-blades and pQ].yhedral cores, .
with basalt slab metates, · and· two one-hand ~os, in the B horizon of one of
these sites. Possible bur~s, or at least objects which show ·burin-like
chipping,, were associated ·mth this older complex, as represented by the
metates, projectile points and other artifacts except cores and blades, continue into the upper levels. There appears to be recorded here a meeting
and acculturating of Northern and Plateau-Basin traditions.
Douglas Osborne
National Park Service
Region III
Mesa Verde, Colorado

•
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Foreword
The site described in this report is the last of eleven sites excavated in the
summer of 1958 during the .first archaeological investigation of the Grand Coulee
area of central Washington, . v~i~h was conducted under the terms of a contract
between the Washington State Department of Conservation and the State College
of Washington. The purpose of this report is one of description1 readers
interested in the broader i ·ssue-s of the establishment of periods and the temporal and cultural relationships of the area to tbe Plateau as a whole are referred to the report being prepared by the director of the project, nr. Douglas
Osborne of Mesa Verde National Park.

•

It was a pleasure to be Dr. Osbornets assistant during this investigation.
Indeed, his erudition, his sure hand and his wonderful sense of humor helped
make the work pleasant for aJ.l the members oi' the field party •
In -writing this report., I am ind~bted to a number of people. Mr. B. Robert
Butler of the University of Washington, who also was an assistant to nr. Osborne,
supervised the cataloging of specimens from the site. Mr. Ross Nelson, District :
Supervisor, Washington state Parksl provided some of the information that
appears in the report, and Mr. John M. Campbell of Yale University helped me
by identifying the bll'ds and mammals. observed in the Coulee area. I have
credited them for their contributions as they occur in the text. This site
and many others in the area were brought to .our attention by State senator
Nat Washington. Finally, ·I ·would.like to thank Dr. Irving Rouse, Chairman
of the Department of Anthropology of Yale University, for his invaluable aid
in editing the report.
· · · ·
· ·

Patrick GaJJ.agher
Yale university

'
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Introduction

•

The area of central Washington now called the Plateau has a remarkable geological history. In epeiric times, it was covered by a shal.low sea which
extended from the Arctic ocean to the Gulf' of California and was separated
from the ancestral Pacific by the peneplain of Cascadia. During the Miocene
t:iJnes cascadia was elevated further; the crust of the area began to warp; and
the most violent volcanic activity yet recorded on earth began. Successive
floods of lava spewed from thousands of fissures to fom a great plain,
2.50,000 square miles in area and up to 4,ooo feet above sea level. Enough
time elapsed between each flow to permit the lava to cool and to weather into
soil and thus support vegetation which the succeeding flow would kill. Each
of these flows changed the course of the Columbia River until it finally was
deflected into the Big Bend Country on the border of the lava plalli. DUring
the following period some minor uplifts in the Nespelem Mountain Range shifted
the Columbia River south to its present channel, and the lava plain became
covered with loesS.ial and lacustrine deposits which weathered into rolling
Palouse hills. At the close of the Pliocene, local crustal warpings produced
the Spokan Divide, the Hartline Basin, the Badger Mountains, the Frenchman
Hills and the Quincy structural basin. At the same time, the lava plain was
elevated in the west by several thousand feet and depressed in the south by
a thousand feet, producing a southward slope with a gradient of 20 to 30 feet
to the mile. on this gradient, glacial waters from the Cordilleran ice sheets
nooded the lava plain, sweep:ing south to strip off the Palouse soil. Rivera
were unable to carry off the glacial waters; they overflowed their banks and
excavated great canyons in the lava plain. The Columbia River,, blocked from
its original channel by continental glaciers carved the most remarkable of
these canyons, the Grand Coulee (McMacken, 1955: 1-13).
When the flood waters subsided, the Grand Coulee must have looked much as it
does today. It is a great nur•-shaped gash,, up to 1 1 000 feet deep, that
stretches southwest for So miles in a gentle arc from the canyon of the
Columbia River to Soap Lake where it is closed by glacial gravels. At Coulee
City, 30 miles south of its opening, it is divided into two parts as its
western wall slopes away to join a broad valley. Three miles south of Coulee
City, the floor of the coulee drops abruptly for 417 feet to form Dry Falls.
The ragged brink of the falls is 3.5 miles wide and is divided into a number
of horseshoe falls.
In its escarpment-and in most of the rest of the vertical walls of the Lower

Coulee--seven distinct lava flows are clearly recorded. The faces of the walls
are COlJ'.lPOSed of seven tiers of cracked, divided and columnar basalt that are
separated _by thin erosion planes, the remnants of old soil layers. Sine e these
ero.s ion planes have weathered more rapidly than the basalt, the line that
separates the tiers is usually indented and often is a narrow ledge. In small
areas of the face of the walls the composition of the basalt is coarse because
of the more rapid cooling of the lava there. This condition greatly hastens
the disintegration of the basal~. Consequently, the flood waters that
attacked these portions of the wall prodµoed shallow:,, elongat~d rock shelters
or caves.
·
·
['he :tloors of these caves are strewn with a variable amount of trapped
basaltic fragments which have fallen since the glacial waters subsided.

Those
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caves :in the waJ.ls of the coulee at higher elevations have never been nooded
since their formation; the usually meager amount of dust present in them, then,
is eolian. Those caves that occur in the lower basaltic tiers, on the other
~d,, have been flooded many times by even minor · water level fluctuations and
hence contain water-sorted gravels and water deposited soils.

•

The entrance to either of these types of caves is usually partially choked by
slide rock which slopes from the cave to either the floor of the coulee or to
a lower basaltic tier, forming a talus. It is apparent that there must be
many caves whose entrances have been completely closed and hidden by the persistent fall of basalt. Talus slopes are not limited to those areas in which
caves are found, but occur almost universally at the base of the coulee wall.
Most of the disintegration of the basalt that produces these slopes takes
place in the colder months (Nelson, personal communication), apparently as a
result of the freezing and expansion of water trapped in the crevices and
cracks in the walls; in the swnmer one rarely hears the hollow clatter of
basalt fragments bouncing down a talus.
Large as the talus slopes are, they cover only a small portion of the areas
of the coulee floor. Most of this area is covered by a string of lakes whose
basins were scoured from solid basalt by the Columbia River. With the exception of Soap Lake, whose waters contain many minerals and oils, all of the
lakes are fresh, but slibhtly alkaline. Trere are perhaps a dozen springs in
the area, most of which have potable water.

•

Aside from the areas immediately adjacent to these lakes and springs, the
entire Lower Grand Coulee is very arid. It lies within the Upper Sonoran
biotic zone and receives on the average of less than ten inches of rain per
year (Nelson, personal communication). Consequently, the ground cover is
limited. Sage brush predominates, but some tumble weed occurs, and in recent
years, cheat gr~ss has been highly successively invading t11e entire area.
still,, a large percentage of the ground is bare loess, and the nearly constant
westerly winds often blow hard enough to create dust stoms. In the watered
areas, however, one can find wild rose bushes, thistles, tule and cattail reeds,
and occasionally small willow trees. With the exception of these willows no
other trees grew in the area until they were introduced in the last few decades
when several parks and resorts were established in the area. The number of
people who visit these parks is so great that the establishment of the parks
certainly has had an effect on the life of the area that goes far beyond the
introduction of a few trees and shrubs. During the summer season of 1957,
over 73,000 people camped in Sun Lakes state Park, the largest but still only
one of a nunber of parks in the Coulee (Nelson, i:ersonal communication). The
animal li.f;e of the area, then, must certainly have been influenced by such
great influxes of people. It has, however, been altered even more drastically
by the introduction of many species of animals. Consequently, it is difficult
to determine from present observation what the faunal assemblage was during
aboriginal times. The problem of ascertaining what fish are native to the
lakes is in fact so difficult that no speculations will even be attempted in
this report. V1ith regard to the other major fauna, however, one can safely
list the fallowing animals novf present which were not introduced by . the recent •
white occupants: The mammals include the mountain lion, m'Ule deer, bobcat.,
cayote, badger., black tailed jackrabbit cotton tail rabbit, muskrat and pack
rat. The resident birds include the great basin Canada goose, mallard., pintail,
green winged teal, sage grouse, golden eagle, prairie falcon, western red
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tailed ha.wk,, ferruginous hawk, SWainson hawk, and great horned owl ( Campbell,
personal communication). These lists are not exhaustive since they do not
include many smaller resident birds and mammals,, or either nesting or migratory birds which are attracted to the area by the permanent waters of the lakes.
The Site
south cave is located in the face of the seventh basalt tier of the Grand
Coul.ee•s east wall, which here slopes down to Park Lake in six gargantuan
basal.tic steps. It lies in Section 1.5 of T24N,, R27E of Grant County. To
reach the cave, one drives ·0.8 miles east on a dirt road leading from Willard•s
Resort; then one Vial.ks and climbs alternately o.6 miles south to the top fl.ow
of the sixth basalt flow• The site is the more southerly of the two caves in
this vicinity.

•

south Cave differs from the other caves in the Coulee area in a number of
respects. First,, it is roughly twice as deep as it is wide-a form exactly
reverse of the other cave we visited. This atypical form may be related to
the presence of a large semihemispherical depression in the talus which lies
about 40 feet in front of the cave. This depression appears to have res1ll. ted
from a collapsed bubble of gases trapped in the sixth lava flow (Swanson,
personal communication). If this interpretation is correct,, .perhaps the same
local unstable condition which produced the depression contributed to the
present form of the cave (Fig.4). Secondly, the cave is unusual in the amount
of soot present on the ceiling, an amount far greater than that noticed on
other caves in the area. Third, even a casual inspection of the cave showed
that it has a far greater amount of earth fill in comparison with the meager
dust and great quantities of trap rock we usually encountered. The trap rock
present in South Cave is negligible and almost entirely restricted to the west
side of the entrance.
The fringes of the entrance and the face of the cliff outside the cave are
partially covered w.i.th lichen which varies in color from bright green to
orange. Aside from a single :vesicular lense,, the basalt forming the interior
of the cave is rough, but sol.id and both angular and rounded. The rounded
areas are scaly, but this scale does not flake off easily. The c eiling and
walls here and there are stained with limonite and splotched with calcareous
deposits. Despite these deposits, the cave is extremely dry. This aridity
together with the atypical shape of the cave provide excellent conditions for
the preservation of perishable materials. The excellence of these conditions
was attested by too discovery of the head and most of the body of a mummified
pack rat deep in the interior of the cave.

•

We selected the cave for . excavation for several re~sqns. .F irst, th~e were
evidences of aboriginal occupation. Along with the soot-blackened ceiling.,
we saw a ~l amount of cryptocrystalline.chips and bone fragmet\tS on the
floor. Obscured remnants of pictographs occur· in two areas on the east wall.
From the opposite wall a projecting bench-like block of basalt is worn to the
point of being glazed. Secondly, we chose the cave because of the ~eat amollllt
of earth fill and the relative paucity of trap rock it contains. All the other
caves located at a comparable height in the wal. ls of the Coulee contain so
many fragments of trap rock and so little soil that aC?c-µrate excavation is
practically impossible. vVhen one prepares to rempve one of the innumerable
rocks in such an excavation, the cave duat sifts down through spaces between
other rocks below. The resultant profiles are practically indistinguishable
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from crude dry masonry walls. The type of fill in South Cave, on the other
hand, gave us the promise of being excavated with a high degree of vertical.
control. Finally, the site invited excavation because of the presence of a
damp, heavily vegetated area some 175 feet to the west of the cave entrance.
This circular area, some 50 feet in diameter, apparently marks the location
of a seasonal spring vtl.ich would not only supply water, but also wood and some
of the raw material used by the aboriginal occupants of the area.

•

The Excavation
Seventy-seven man days were expended at the site; thirty-three cubic yards of
fill were removed; a contour map of the cavets floor and the talus immediatal.y
in front of the cave were prepared (Fig. 4); a sectional view of the cave
through the centerline was drawn (Fig. l),; the pictographs were copied (Figs.
21 3); soil and C14 samples were ta.ken; and 59 specimens were recovered and
cataloged•
The excavation was controlled horizontally by staking a series of 8 five-foot
squares to form a trench that runs through the longitudinal axis of the cave.
Each of these five-foot squares was named after the name and number of the stake
l'rhich was in its western corner, i.e., squares 101 Rl, 101 R2 ••• 101 RB.. The
simple grid system that resulted is superimposed on the contour map of the cave
floor (Fig. 4). l ie controlled the excavation vertically by establishing a
level datum plane with a brmiton compass. At convenient points, the intersection of this plane and the cave wall were marked with thin strips of
adhesive tape. We checked the accuracy of the positioning of these strips
•
vd. th a line level.

our intention was to strip off natural soil layers in excavating the cave, and
we removed Stratum I in this manner. We were forced to abandon this procedure
after the excavation of Stratum I, however, because clouds of dust raised by
the work made it very difficult to distinguish one stratum from another in the
already poor light of the cave. Consequently, we excavated the remainder of
the trench in arbitrary six inch levels measured from the datum plane.
Although the excavation was not extensive, considerable labor was involved in
its completion. All of the fill had to be carried outside the cave to be
screened in order to avoid disturbing the unexcavated area of tha cave floor;
large boulders had to be removed; andthe excavators had to use picks to dig
through rotten basalt in some of the lower parts of the trench.
The Profile
The profile appears on Figure l. The undesignated inclusions that appear in
the drawing of the-profile described by a fine line represent fragments of
basalt. They have been drawn to scale, both in size and in number and therefore give some indication of the amount of rock present in the fill. The
seven major strata have been designated with Roman numerals. Stratum I is
predominantly composed of dry vegetal materials and debris: rye, tule, cattail ·and other grasses; sage brush bark, wood and roots, and willovr (?)
branches and twigs. Finely dispersed through this debris one finds fine graybrown cave dust, small basalt fragments and bits, pack rat dung and bat guano.
This dust, basalt and dung together constitute only about 30 per cent of the
volume of the stratum. A great deal of the vegetal debris probably has been
carried into the cave· by pack rats. (Although we saw no pack rats or live
nests during our work ·there, we know· that they have been in the cave recentJ.y,

•
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for we found several bits of shredded modern newsprint. Some scorpions and
centipedes-the only living things seen in the cave-were found in Stratum I.)
ihe stratum is limited to the rear area of the cave an:i consefpently appears
only in squares 108 Rl, 107 Rl., 106 Rl and 105 Rl of too trench. Stratum Ia is
still more confined spatially. It occurs in squares 103 and 102 as a series of
lenses or bands regularly separated from one another by stratum II. Together,
stratum Ia and Stratum II fonn a small mound whiph has been designated Feature
l and which will be discussed below in the section dealing with the Cave ts
features.
stratum Ia is similar to Stratum I in that it is also largely composed of dry
vegetal material, in this case, exclusively grasses. It differs from Stratum
I in having a much larger percentage of pack rat dung and in lacking bat guano
and basalt. Its composition and general appearance strongly suggest that the
stratun has been produced by pack rat activity. The matrix of Stratum II is
medium gray-brown eolian dust. In addition to its occurrence in Feature l, it
appears in the profile as a smaJ.l band near stake 101 Rl. Like all the eolian
depos~ts in the Coulee area, this stratum is extremely loose and uncompacted.

•

•

stratum III is an extremely fine and powdery ash that ranges in color from light
gray to almost white and contains lumps and bits of charcoal. The materials
which burned to produce the stratum are unlmawn, but judging from the appearance
of the ash and its charcoal admixture, we think that the stratum must have been
very similar to stratum I before it was fired. It appears in the profile in
the form of attenuated bands which vary in length from a few feet to over ten
feet • . Its position in relation to the other strata is also variable and therefore one is led to the conclusion that a number of fires,, rather than a single
fire produced the stratum. Sine e same of the bands occur isolated in the deeper
areas .of the cave, and since electrical storm are infrequent in the Coulee area,
it is improbable that lightning caused the fire·s .· The well ventilated condition of .the cave makes it still more unlikely that the fires were caused by
spontaneous combustion. The chances seem equally remote that the fire could
have spread into the cave from burning vegetation outside. The only ground
cover that occur~ on the talus outside the cave· that could conceivably support
spreading fir~s is cheet grass; a time consitleration, however,, rules out this
possibility. C.heet grass has only 'in the ·1 ast few years imtaded tm area, an:l
th:e bands of Stratum III occur mider culture bearing strata. The probability,,
.t hen, is great that the. fires were· man-made, and because of the position of
Stratlll'.Q. III,, made by the aboriginal occupants of the cave.
It is mor~ difficult, but perhaps not impossible, to ascertain whether or not
these occupants intentionally set the fires. The re are at least two bits of
ev.i dence,, however, that suggest that the fires were . started accidentally.
Fo~ one thing, no prepared fire pits were found in· the trench, ·a fact that
may indicate that the occupants were careless in ' their use of fire. Secondly,
several burned. artifacts ·. and many pieces of charred wood were found scattered
throughout the .stratum. Since mod is rare to the point of being precious in ·
the lower Coulee, it seems· unlikely -that the occupants ·would wantonly fire the
cave and destroy this material.
·
!
.:
·: .
Stratum IV occurs in association vdth stratum III. It is a loose dust which
varies in color fran black to very dark brown and contains bits of charcoal.
It represents both the original beds of the fires and the a:ijacent dust stained
by charcoal.
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stratum v, the first stratum that runs continuously throughout the length of
•
. the excavation, is a loos~ eolian deposit qf" ~ine medium · gray dust that contains basalt rocks, scale and bits. stratm VI is another loose eolian deposit, very similar to V in texture and composition, but dull tan-yellow :in
color, probably the result of the staining action of limonite from the decayed
basalt in the stratum.
stratum VII is a dull orange, gritty soil which--unlike the other strata-will
bond together slightlywl'En compressed in the hand. It contains the largest
amount of decayed basalt bits and scale. Because of this slight but unusual
degree of plasticity, its ferrous color and the large amount of basalt it contains, it appears to have been formed from the decay of basalt. Stratum VIII
is almost made up entirely of basalt• It has been sub-divided into VIIIa and
VII!b on the basis of degree of decay,, with VIIIa being more rotten than VIIIb.
Both, however, are vesicular, pitted and scaled, and they both are stained with
limonite and have calcareous deposits.
The Features
We recorded three features at South Cave. The first feature is two series of
pictographs that occur on the north eastern wall of the cave (Figs. 2,3). This
wall consists largely of fiat, relatively smooth planes of basalt separated
from one another by joints. The pictographs appear on the two largest and
smoothest of these planes. These two planes are close together, but not quite
adjacent. The joint forming the right border of the larger one (Fig. 2) is in •
alignment with stake 103 Rl; the lowest corner of the smaller plane is 14
inches south of stake 103 Rl. The people who painted the pictographs used red
ochre which is unfortunately now so faint that the pictographs are nearly obliterated. The faintest areas of the pictographs appear in the figures as
interrupted lines. The six pictographs that appear on the larger surface
(Fig. 2) tend to be rectangular or oblong and are so arranged that their longer
axes are vertical. No attempt was made to take advantage of the wall's minor
irregularities to gain a three-dimensional effect. The pictographs seem to
follow no discernible plan, nor suggest any recognizable form in their present
poor condition.
The smaller pictographs in the second series (Fig. 3) are slightly less faint,
but still very obscure. The joints that define the planar surface have in two
cases been used as boundaries for the pictographs. Otherwise, no obvious attempt was made here either to make use of the irregularities of the basalt.
Looking at the pictographs from right to left, one sees first a single daggerlike shape with sloping lateral appendages 1 possibly the remnants of a stick
figure. T}?.e. next four shapes, considered together, bear a faint resemblance
to a face; the last shape is siightly geometric, although amorphous.
Pictographs are not common in the Coulee area, but those we ~aw at Qther sites
were far more perfectly preserved than the ones in South Cave. Mani things no
doubt affect the time necessary for a pictograph to weather ~to oblivion: the
technique used in applying the pigment, the thickness and.quality of the pigment, and so forth. Nevertheless, the fact· thB.t these· pictographs are so much
fainter than those of cayes of the same general type, located in the same en- ~
· . vironment strongly suggests that the pictographs ot South Cave are older than ~
the others we have reported for the .Coulee area.
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Feature 2 is located on the western side of the cave, opposite the area containing the pictographs. It is a solid bench-like block of basalt significant
because of its worn surfaces, referred to in the introduction. The block is
ca~ 10.4 feet long;
the distance from its nearly flat surfaced top to the
'fr·regular floor of the cave ranges from .5:!• 2.5 to £!• 0.9 feet, and it projects
from the western wall to within an average distance of 2.5 feet from the C wall
of the trench. An elevation drawing of the feature appears in the sectional
view (Fig. 1) and a top view of the feature appears in the contour map (Fig. 4).
Like most of the basalt forming the interior of the cave, that of the block is
gently rounded so that its surface is made up of many compound curves. The
tops of the curves on the block are burnished and glazed in marked contrast to
the roughened condition of even the basalt adjacent to the block. We are unable to determine if the block was used for anything but a seat by the cave's
occupants, a purpose for which it seems admirably suited. Not only is its flat
top at a convenient height, but the wall behind it makes a good back rest.
Moreover, it is located beneath a high elevation of the ceiling of the cave.

•

Feature 3 is a small varved mound banked against Feature 2, which extends
£!• 3.0 feet into the excavated area. It a~pears in the sectional view of the
cave (Fig. 1) between stakes 102 Rl and 104 Rl as ten conformable lenses or
stratum Ia alternately separated by bands of Stratum II. The very top of the
mound has been truncated, and a small portion of one side of the mound has
slmnped into a shallow pot-hole which lies between stakes 104 Rl and 105 Rl.
The lenses of Stratum Ia have already been described as the product of pack rat
habitation. They have heavily occupied the cave for a long period. We found
466 ·small mammal bones most of which were identifiable as pack rat bones -more than a third of the entire number of bones recovered. These specimens had
an almost universal distribution ·in the excavation. Since the layers of
Stratum Ia are separated, the occupation of pack rats which helped build the
mound was intermittent.
This intermittent occupation probably was not seasonal for two reasons. First,
pack rats do not hibernate (Nelson, personal communication). Secondly, the
presence of only 10 layers or Stratum Ia is not consistent with the great length
of time the pack rats have lived in the cave. That is, if the layers were a
seasonal record, one should find at least hundreds of them. A possible explanation of the intermittent occupation might be that successive groups of
men forced the pack rats to repeatedly abandon the mound. The intermediate
layers or Stratum II, then, w·: mld represent nine late human occupations of the
cave.
At least one objection can be raised against this explanation. The thiclmess
of each of the layers of Stratum II suggests that a fairly considerable length
of time elapsed between rat occupations, yet the small amount of chipping
detritus found in the mound (37 pieces) indicates that arry human occupation
must have been very brief. In other words, if successive groups of people
kept r~ts away for a long enough period of time to permit the layers of
Str~t-v.rn II t:1 be de-posited by the wind, one vrould ..reasonably expect to find far
mor9 evidence of human occupation.
This objection, of course, would be invalid if Stratum II was more rapidly
deposited by an agent other than the wind. Actually, there are reasons to
believe that Stratum II was not deposited on the mound by the wind, The wind
did not directly bring the soil of Stratum II to. the mound from outside the
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cave. This point is supported by the microphysiography of the cave's entrance
and the westerly direction of the prevailing wind. It can be seen in the
contour map (Fig. 4) that the wind blowing from the west has to pass over the
trap rock concentration in the western half of the entrance in order to reach
the area of the mound. Consequently, it would deposit some of its burden on
the windward side of these rocks before continuing into the cave to help form
the mound. One would expect, then, to find Stratum II soils in the trap rock
if this stratum were carried to the mound from outside the cave by the wind.
This type of soil does not occur there.

•

The soil of Stratum II, then,, did not come directly from outside the cave to
form the mound. Some evidence in the profile (Fig. 1) indicates that it came
instead from the front part or the cave: a trace of this stratum still remains in this area; it appears as an abbreviated band near stake 101 Rl in the
prof~le.
In i.)dition, the profile shows that Stratum III, a stratum which
contains lumps of charcoal, has also been partially removed between stakes
101 Rl and 102 Rl -- a fact consistent with the presence of 96 scattered
pieces of. charcoal found in the upper levels of the mound.
It might be argued that the wind eroded away Stratum II and part or Stratum III
from the front of the cave and then redeposited them on the mound. Such an
explanation, however, is not entirely satisfactory. With it, one would be
forced to postulate iatypical and unusual operation or the wind, for the area
from which these strata has been removed is not at all scoured out, but almost perfectly fiat and horizontal (Figs. 1, 4) • One would also have to postulate unusual depositional conditions since Stratum II occurs only in the
mound area. Moreover., such an explanation would leave unexplained the repeated abandonment of the mound by pack rats and the problem of timeinconsistency already mentioned. It is not likezy, therefore, that the mound
is an eolian deposit.
How, then, were the deposits made? We feel that they were made by man,, that
the groups of people who stayed briefly in the cave deliberately memoved the
loose £~11 in front of the cave, and by re-depositing it, gradually helped
form the mound. This hypothesis answers all or the questions raised by the
feature. It accounts for the intermittent occupation of the pack rats; it
makes the paucity of cultural materia1 in the mound understandable because it
shows how a fairly·large amount or local deposition could occur during a fairly
brief' human occupation; it explains the unusual fiatness 0£ the front of the
cave floor and both the odd removal of fill there and its odd later deposition
in a restricted ~rea. This hypothesis is further supported by the composition of StratUm ll (medium gray-brown eolian dust streaked with light gray
brown eolian dust): That is, its composition is exactly what one would expect to result if the cave •s inhabitants mechanically mixed a 11 proto 11 -Stratum
II with Stratum III when they deposited the fill on the mound. Similarly, it
is this creation, as it were, of Stratum II that accounts for the absence or
Stratum II in the trap rock accumulation in the cave's entr8:Ilce. In other
words, a "proto"-Stratum II, rathft than Stratum II was originally deposited
there. Stratum II is not there, then, because it was made and deposited by
man only pn the mound area.
Any attempt to determine the motives for this activity is, of course, quite
speculative; but bec·ause of the brief duration of the occupants 1 stay in the
cave, it hardly seems likely that their main purpose was to alter the

•

•
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physiography of the site. The removal of the fill from the front of the
cave, then, probably was incidental to the task of covering the nests and
living areas of the banished pack rats. S'ince no layer of Stratum II used to
cover the nests is, in itself, extensive, and since the dust of the cave is
easily excavated, no great amount of time or effort was expended in the operation. This small amount of labor would seem to be amply rewarded by members
of our culture, most of whom would judge. the mass of· debris and dung to be
worth covering at any cost. While it would be dangerous to impute this value
judgment to those sharing another culture, one need not stretch his imagination to see how the apparently universal attitude of avoidance toward human
feces might be generalized and extended to include pack rat nests.
Chipping Detritus and Perishable Debris

•

The excavation yielded 1751 cryptocrystalline chips. These chips were mainly
concentrated in the two uppennost levels of Squares 101 Rl and 102 Rl and in
the two levels immediately beneath Feature 3 in Square 103 Rl. Over 1,100
chips -- fully two-thirds of all those recovered in 70 levels -- occurred in
these six levels. The amount of chips decreases rapidly toward the rear of
the cave: we found an average of 24 chips per non-sterile level in Square
104 Rl, an average of six in Square 105 Rl, of three in Square 106 Rl, and
only one chip per non-sterile level in the last two squares. The remaining
chips occurred sporadically in squares 101 Rl, 102 Rl, and 103 Rl to a depth
of 7.5 feet below the datum plane (ca. 4.5 feet below the surface of the
cave floor).
--In terms of the strata, about 10 per cent of the detritus was spread through
Stratum VI. Only a handful occurred in Strata I, II, III, and IV; Strata
VII and VIII contained virtually none. The vast majority of the chipping detritus -- perhaps 85 per cent -- occurred in Stratum V, or more accurately,
in that half of Stratum V nearer the front of the cave. While the scattered
chipping detritus found in the strata beneath Stratum V could indicate previous desultory occupations, it seems more plausible that the detritus was
not left there by man, but rather moved downward mechanically. The very loose
soils and the large amount of rock almost insure this type of movement.
Practically all of the perishable material was similarly concentrated in one
area of the cave, in .this case the rear surface. This debris has already been
mentioned as the predominant material of Stratum l. The presence of this
debris there does not necessarily mean that men lived in the rear of the cave
while the debris accumulated. This possibility seems to be precluded by the
low height of the ceiling there (Fig. 1). The greatest concentration of
Stratum I occurs in Square 107 Rl, where the debris is piled on the average to
within a foot of the ceiling, and in Square 108 Rl, where it is piled completely to the ceiling. Some of this debris may have been brought to this
area of the cave by pack rats, and since it is light, some of it may have been
blown there by the wind. Certainly part of it was thrown there by man. We
found, for example, a willow stick almost two meters long and £!• 2.5 cm. in
diameter in the deepest part of the cave.
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Animal Bones
The largest single category of specimens recovered, (ca. 1,200) consists of
fragments of large mammal bones• With the exception 01' a complete left deer
mandible and a deer rib 1 all of these bones are so fractured and crushed that
identification is impossible. These bones were concentrated in the upper
levels, but· they had a sporadic distribution throughout the entire excavation.
As in the case of the similar chipping detritus distribution,, this sporadic
occurrence in the lower levels may indicate a number of human occupations in
the lower levels, but again we feel that the bones found there have· migrated
.there through the loose soils. The second category of rodent bones, already
mentioned, were nearly all complete. Even the few fractured specimens show
no sign of having been broken by man. .Almost all of these bones seem to be
those of pack rats which were not utilized for food 1 but whi.ch -died naturally
in the cave.

•

The specimens of the other categories are far less numerous: 46 fragments of
bi-valve mollusc shells, 20 fish vertebrae, 15 fragments of turtle carapace,
5 crawfish claws, and a single plain· white bird shell egg. All of these
specimens crune from the upper levels, and almost all of them were found in
Stratum I.
'l'he Artifacts
Measured by some absolute standards, the number of artifacts we recovered is
not impressive. Nevertheless, the 55 artifacts removed from the site make it
one of the most productive of those we excavated in the Coulee area. Indeed;
in terms of the number ard variety of artifacts made of perishable materials,
the site is the richest. All but two of the artifacts came from the upper
three levels. The intensity of occupation there suggested by this distribution is consistent with the conclusions we reached from an examination of both
the chipping detritus and animal remains distributions•
Unusual. Materials
At least four artif~cts were made of exotic materials. A whetstone (Pl. l:ll),
found in the eighth level below the datum plane in Square 103 Rl, is made of
a gray schistoid material. In Square 101 Rl,, 5.o feet below the dat'tDll; we
found the pall end of a celt (Pl. 1:14) made of anthophyllite (Osborne, personal communication), a rare material which occurs only in metamorphic rocks,
A very smooth prismatically flaked tinkler occurred in the seventh level of
102 Rl (Pl. 1 :12) • The tinkler was made of black obsidian, the nearest
source for which is probably the Yakima. Vat. ley (Osborne, personal communication) which lies about 100 miles SSE of the sit~. The final specimen in this
category is a shaft smoother found in Stratum I of Square 107 PJ. which is
made of a calcareous sandstone.
Chipped Stone
Projectile points. The largest single category of chipped artifacts
recovered from the site is made up of projectile points. The 12 points found
form 6 types, a proportion that is high even for the Plateau.

•
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. ..

Number found: 4

·' ;

length (L) 1.8 to 4.1 cm., width (W) 1.3 to 2,2 cm.,
thickness (T) 0.4 to 0.7 cm.
red-brown chert, agatized wood, water-wom basalt, white chert

Range of size:
Materials:
Form.:

straight

Loci:

;.2,

;.5

st~

and

and base, excurvate sides

4.7

feet below the datum in Squares 101 Rl and 102 Rl

(2) Basal-Notched Point (Pl. 1: 3)
Number f oun~: l
Size: (L) 1.6 cm., (W) 1.2 cm., (T) 0.1 cm.
Material: leeched cryptocrystalline
Form: straight base and stem, slightly incurvate sides
Locus:

•

3. 7 feet below datum in Square 102 Rl

(3) Corner-Notched Point

(Pl. 1: 2)

Number round: 3
Range of sizes:

•' .

(L) 2.0 to 2.S cm., (W) 0.9

.to

1.2 cm., , (T) 0.2. cm.
:

Materials:
Form:
· ·_· ..
Loci:
. , :

Number round: l
Size;

(L)' 1,2

Material:
Form:
Locus:

CS)

..

-

expanding stem,, fiaring ba~bs, straight, incurvate and excurvate
sides, excurvate base.
. r
3.2 and 3.5 feet below -·the datum in Squares· 102 Rl, 103 Rl

(h) Side-Notched P~int (Pl~ 1: 4)

,: · .

., ~

chalc-edonies

cm~,

{W) 0,9 cm. , (T) 0,2 om.

translucent agate

excurvate si4es and incurvate base
3.1 feet below datum in Square 102 Rl

Double Side-Notched Point

(Pl. 1:

5)

Number found: l
Size: (L) 2.2 cm., (W) 1.2 cm., (T) 0.2 cm.
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Material: leeched cryptocrystalline with fine surface cracks
Form:
Locus:

excurvate sides, straight base

3.5

•

feet below datum in Square 103 Rl

(6) Asymmetrical Point
Number found: l
Size:

(L) 2.2 cm,, (W) 2,0 cm., (T) o.7 cm,

Material:
Form:

dark gray chert

one side notched; the other side excurvate to the base;
and notched side slightly excurVate
Locus: 3.o to 3.5 feet below datum in 102 Rl

base

Lamellar flakee. We recove:ted two small lamellar flakes
(Pl. 1: 6, 7). The first or these (Pl. 1: 6) has a bulb of percussion
near an end that may have been part of a striking platform. Several tiny
chipping scars appear on one of its lateral edges. Since these chips form
almost a right angle with the fiat edge of the piece, they probably have
been removed in usage. No chips have been removed from the side of the
fiake that contains the bulb of percussion-. The obverse side has three
chipping scars that run nearly the entire length of the f'l.ake. The specimen is sigmoid, measures 1.4 x 0.7 x 0.2 cm. It was found in the sixth
level below the datum in Sq~ · 104 Rl.

•

The second specimen (Pl. l: 7) has no bulb of percussion and is straight
in its long axis, One side is flat; the obverse side has two long chipping scars, one of which is interrupted centrally with a faint ridge. This
side also has several tiny scars clustered about one end that may have
been removed incidentally to the removal of the fiake itself. A great
number or extremely fine chips along one lateral edge suggest usage. The
specimen is made of brown jasper, measures 2.1 x 1.0 x 0.3 cm. and was
found in the seventh level below the datum of Square 102 Rl.
Although neither of these two specimens is a text book example, they may
well be microblades. This possibility is greatly enhanced by the fact
that one of the sites in the area yielded five polyhedral cores (Osborne,
MSa).

Blades. The four blades recovered from the site are crudehr
percussion flaked in marked contrast to the well executed pressure flaking
typical of the projectile points. Even the best made blade is less well
made than the poorest point. Specimen 8 of Plate 1 is a spall knife which
is worked on the base and about half way up both sides. It is made of
tan chert which has a red cortex, measures 4.4 x 3.3 x 0.9 cm. and was
found 4.o feet below the datum plane in Square 102 Rl. Specimen 9 (Pl. 1)
occurred 0.9 feet below the datwn in Square 107 Rl. It is the longest of

•
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the blades, measuring 5.o x 2.8 x l.O cm. Of the remaining two blades,
one is ovate in both outline and in section, and
one is incomplete.
Scrapers. Only three recognizable scrapers were found at the
site. The first of these (Pl. 1: 11) is a uniface tool, sharpened by
pressure flaking along about one-third of its periphery. It is made of
brown jasper, measures 3.3 cm. x 3.5 cm. x o. 7 cm. and was found in the
third level below the datum in Square 106 Rl. The second specimen is a
keeled scraper, similarly uniface. It is generally ovoid in outline, but
one end forms a gradual, blunt point. The specimen occurred in the sixth
level below the datum plane in Square 105 Rl; it measures 3.3 x 2.5 x
0.1 cm. and is ma.de from tan translucent chert. The largest scraper,
6.5 x 5.3 x l.O cm. (Pl. 1: 13) is a biface tool which has been worked to
a dull smooth edge around its entire periphery. The specimen was found
near the back of the cave, in Stratum I of Square 107 Rl. It is made of
a granitic stone which contains traces of biotite mica and feldspars.

•

In general outline and appearance, this scraper is very similar to spall
scrapers of basalt which occurred with great frequency in the upper levels
af several other sites in the Coulee area (Cf. Osborne, MSb). This basaltic counterpart of the scraper was used in the Plateau during the ethnographic period (Osborne, personal communication) in dressing hides. It
is made from a basaltic spall quite simply by striking the edge of the
spall on a flat rock while holding the faces of the spall at right angles
to the rock. This operation drives chips from both sides of the spall
and produces a beveled, but dull cutting edge. The technique is one
easily mastered: several of the members of the field party could produce
a basaltic scraper in a matter of minutes.
The basaltic scrapers are usually found sharpened around about two-thirds
of their peripheries .in this way. The ones made of granitic materials,
however, are in every case we noted completely worked. There may be two
reasons for this correlation of material used with degree of completeness.
First, granite is not, of course, as easily obtained in the area as
basalt. Hence more care might be taken in the manufacture of granitic
scrapers. Secondly, the basalt spalls used are often struck f'rom a rock
which has a striking platform. Consequently, the spall blanks are not
uniform, but have a thickened area, the remnant of the striking platform.
The area requires more work to fashion into a cutting edge and may be left
unworked for that reason. The granite used, on the other hand, is tabular
and therefore uniform in thickness in blank form.
Bone Materials

•

We found only one artifact made of bone (Pl. 2: 2). The specimen is a
bone awl or punch which occurred in Stratum I of Square 106 Rl. It is
nicely made of a deer ulna ( ?) and measures 7.9 x l.S x 0.1 cm. The point
of the specimen is blunt and the butt end is missing.. Several fine diagonal striations are present near the broken end. Otherwise the specimen
is smooth and polished •
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Perishable Materials
As indicated earlier in this report, the perishable material recovered
f'rom South Cave exceeds that of any site we excavated in the Coulee area
both in amount and in variety. We have divided these specimens into four
categories. In the order of the frequency of' occurrence, the categories
are wood, cordage, basketry and composite material. Unless otherwise indicated below, all of the specimens described were taken from Stratum I.
Wood. Several pieces of wooden chips and sticks were recovered
which havet>ee'n cut with stone tools. Two specimens have single smooth
cuts that look as though they were made with an adze. Several other
specimens have been pointed with .multiple cuts whose bruised, crushed surfaces also look like the work of· stone tools. All but two of these sticks
have been burned and hence are not complete. The two complete sticle were
found together in Square 107 Rl. They are made of willow (?) ; both are
bi-pointed, but neither is barked. Their diameters are f'airly constant
throughout their lengths and average 1.0 cm. Both have nearly the same
length, .'.'about 52.5 cm. We have not determined the functions of these
sticks, but they may have been game spreaders, or spits. Another specimen
is a slender, bowed willow stick which has been pointed and notched. The
notch is transverse and occurs on only one side. The side opposite the
notch has been planed to form a long flat surface. This flat surface, the
point and the orientation of the notch considered together suggest that
the specimen may have been used to introduce elements in a weaving operation.

•

•

Cord~e. The two heaviest of the several bits of cordage recovered are made of sage bark and are 2 p]Jr nzn single ngn. The larger
of these two specimens has pzy-s which average o. 7 cm. in diameter. The
plys of' the shorter and smaller specimen (Pl. 2: 4) are about o.5 cm. in
diameter. The only cordage which did not come from Stratum I is a short
piece of finely spun apocynum ( ?) with a tight nzu twist. Since this
specimen occurred on the surface of the floor i of the cave and since it is
dyed bright red, it evidently is not of aboriginal origin.

Basketry·. We found three fragments of basketry in the excavation.
The first specimen, 9.5 cm. wide and 5.5 cm.• in height, is of twined construction with a 2 ply 11Z11 woof, single element over one, under one warp.
One of these elements in a course near the middle or the specimen is thinner; its use in the weaving has produced a subtle decorative effect •
. Othendse the ·construction or the specimen is uni.form. It is fairly competently made of sage (?). The second specimen (Pl. ~: 1) is similarly
made, except that all its courses are uniform. It .measures 2 •.5 x 9·.o cm.
A mass or unidentifiable material is cemented to this specimen, covering
nearly half the surface of one side. The final specimen consists of' two
courses of basketry nearly 3. 7 cm. long. The woof's are missing. Each
course is formed of two different elements: 2 ply 11zn 1 single 11511 and
single ply "8" twist. The warps are twined loosely, over one, under one,
forming circles about 0.1 cm. in diameter. The warps are held in this
position now ~y thin flat strand or bark ( ?) which is twined a~und the
bends or the elements between their intersect~ons. Like the other specimens or basketry, this specimen seems to have been made of sage.

a

~

~
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Composite materials. Two specimens recovered from the deepest
two squares of the cave are constructed of several materials. One is an
elongated fragment of plano-convex wood·which measures 7.5 x 2.0 x 0.2 cm.
(Pl. 2: 3). The entire piece is roughly triangular, tapering from its
maximum width near one end to a point. About 2.0 cm. behind· this point,
the lateral edges neck down slightly, largely because of the presence of
two opposed indentations which may be the r~ants of perforations. A
layer of bone or shell is hafted to the convex side of this wood with
pitch, and this thin layer (_£!. o.o5 cm.) is wrapped transversely with
thin fiat binding. The first strip of this binding is applied near the
point of the wood; each of the ~ucceeding strips of binding overlap half
the width of the preceding strip. The lateral edges of the area covered
by these strips has been gnawed by rodents, and several of the strips are
missing. The layer of bone or shell, of course, can be seen in only the
area where these strips are missing, but in no case can this layer be
longer than 5.o cm., the length of the surface covered by strips. We were
unable to determine absolutely what this specimen was when it was complete.
Judging, however, from its plano-convex shape and the opposed indentation,
we think that it may be the distal fragment of a composite bow.

•

There can be no doubt, however, of the function of the second specimen in
this category (Pl. 2: 5). It is a perfectly preserved netting shuttle,
21.5 cm long and 0.7 cm in diameter; it is the only complete specimen
made of perishable materials that we found in the cave. The specimen is
constructed of bark and of a single piece of cut and formed wood. The
finished appearance of the specimen and the number of operations that produced it testify to the technological sophistication of the person who
made it. At least six steps seem to have been followed in its manufacture:
first, the wood was cut to length, barked and trimmed of several small
lateral twigs. Secondly, both ends of the wood were gradually planed for
about one-third of the entire length to produce tapered, blunt points.
Third, the wood was split on both ends -- and in the same plane -- for a
distance of 7.0 cm. along the longer axis, and sage bark was wrapped 15
times around the piece near the bottom of these splits. Fifth, the wood
was steamed and the tines were spread apart by introducing spacers between
them. Finally, with these spacers in place, the tines were bound distally
and the entire piece was allowed to dry. Once dry, of course, the distal
bindings and the spacers were removed and the piece was completed. Faint
traces of the compression of the wood caused by the binding are still
visible for a distance of ca. 1.0 cm. from the tips of the tines. The
shuttle apparently had a great deal ~f usage after it was made. The tips
of the tines are highly polished, and the entire specimen -- with the exception of the areas immediately adjacent to the wrappings -- is stained
from handling.
Conclusions

•

The artifact, chipping detritus and bone distributions clearly show that
the most intensive occupation of South Cave occurred as Stratum V was
slowly being deposited by the wind. Almost all the evidence. for occupation is in the front of the cave where Stratum V overlies Stratum VI. The
top surface of Stratum VI, then, probably was the floor of the cave during
the earlier part of this occupation.
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Some of the artifacts show that this occupation embraced a considerable
period of time. The corner-removed projectile points with straight stems
{Pl. 1: 1), for example, appear to be old in the region (Osborne, personal
communication), and the two lamellar .elakes may even be older (Pl. 1: 6,7).
However, the three comer-notched points with expanding stems are late,
probably not more than 1 1 000 years old (Osborne, MSc). Finally, the spall
scraper (Pl. 1: 13) may belong in the ethnographic period.

•

It does not seem likely that the cave was continuously occupied for this
length of time. The several extensive fires that burned the cave suggest
that it may have been abandoned several times. More important, the presence of the well-made netting shuttle (Pl. 2: 5) considered in the light
of the absence of rabbit· bones, the virtual absence of fish bones and the
great quantity of large mammal bones indicates that the inhabitants hunted
almost exclusively,, even though they were conversant with the techniques
of netting either rabbits or fish or both. One might conclude from this
that at least some of the groups who lived in the cave caught rabbits or
netted fish somewhere else and used the cave only occasionally -- just
while hunting in the area.
The great number of mammal bone fragments -- which suggests that
the occupants of South Cave were land-oriented at least during their stay
there -- also reveals something of the technology of these inhabitants.
It was noted that these bones have been thoroughly fractured and splintered.
~heir condition is exactly like that of the bones recovered from other
cave sites in the area (Osborne, MSd), which Osborne interprets as :the
reault of a crushing and boiling process used to extract bone grease.

•

It is conceivable that this grease served -- among other purposes ~- as the
vehicle for the red ochre pigment used in painting the pictographs (Figs.
2, 3). It has already been noted that these pictographs appear to be
older than the others we recorded in the Coulee area. Consequently, if
this relative age estimate is valid, the pictographs were probably painted
by earlier inhabitants of the cave.
The later inhabitants 0£ the cave have already been discussed in the description of Feature 3. If the hypothesis stated in this discussion concerning the nature of the deposition of the mound is correct, Feature 3
provides some information about the later history of the cave. At least
nine times in this late period, South Cave was aboriginally occupied.
Judging from the scant amount of materials left by these occupants, the
occupations were never permanent. The people appear to have been visitors,
rather than dwellers. Nevertheless, they all appear to have gone to at
.least some trouble to alter the ground surface and to cover pack rat nests.
Since the bones found in the mound were fractured in the same way as those
found in the rest of the excavation, and since the vast predominance of
large mammal bones continued, we assume that the same aspects of economy
and technology survived into this later period.
In summary, the site seems to have been used for a considerable period of
time -- until perhaps just before the ethnographic period -- by a succession of groups. These groups were land-oriented during their brief stays
at the site, but were probably aware of and supported by a riverine economy
when not staying at the cave or traveling through the Lower Grand Coulee.
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